Match 3
Category
CDU 1
CDU 2
CDU 3
Phoenix 1
Phoenix 2
Phoenix 3

Question

Answer

Who is the current chairperson of the German Christian Democratic Union?

Annegret KRAMP ‐
KARRENBAUER

Annegret Kramp‐Karrenbauer is the 8 th chairperson of the CDU. Who was chairperson between Helmut Kohl and Angela
Merkel?
Name any of the three chairmen who served between Konrad Adenauer and Helmet Kohl. Two of the three also served as
West German Chancellor.
Which 1980s‐90’s TV program’s title character was employed by the Phoenix Foundation?
Phoenix, Arizona is the most populous US State capital and the only one with a population of over 1 million. With just over
800,000 people, as per the 2010 US Census, what is the second most populous state capital?
Who wrote the allegorical poem, The Phoenix and the Turtle, which ends with the line “for these dead birds sigh a prayer”?
It is one of the author’s lesser known works but is cited by those who argue he was a catholic sympathiser.

Wolfgang SCHAUBLE
Ludwig ERHARD / Kurt Georg
KIESINGER / Rainer BARZEL
MACGYVER
INDIANAPOLIS
William SHAKESPEARE

Seven Wonders 1

An inaugural inductee into the WWE Hall of Fame, which wrestler was nicknamed “The Eighth Wonder of the World”?

ANDRE the Giant

Seven Wonders 2

While the Great Pyramid of Giza still stands, two of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World were still at least partially
standing as recently as the late 15th century. Which two?

MAUSOLEUM at HALICARNASSUS
and LIGHTHOUSE (or PHAROS) of
ALEXANDRIA

Seven Wonders 3
Panhandles 1
Panhandles 2
Panhandles 3
Musical Cities 1
Musical Cities 2
Musical Cities 3
Food Nicknames 1
Food Nicknames 2
Food Nicknames 3

Which abbey in Westmeath is famous for its Seven Wonders which include the water that flows uphill and the water in St
Fechin’s well, which doesn’t boil?
Named after a German ruler of the late 19th century, the Caprivi Strip is a large panhandle or salient of which country? The
Cuando and Chobe river system forms a significant part of its border.
Misiones is the north‐easternmost province of which country? The panhandle contains a number of UNESCO‐designated,
Catholic mission sites which give it its name.
What is the name of the southernmost province of the Netherlands, which forms a salient surrounded by Germany and
Belgium? The provincial capital is Maastricht.
Because it was first performed there is 1787, Mozart's Symphony No. 38 in D major is usually referred to by the name of
which city?
Which English composer in 1916 set William Blake's poem Jerusalem to music?
UNESCO has named 30 cities across the world as Cities of Music. Which is the only US city on the list? UNESCO cite it as a
home of swing,jazz and blues and list Charlie Parker, among others, as influencial musicians from the city.
Steak and Pancake helped which country to win a silver medal at last year's 2018 Winter Olympics?
What is the real name of Turkish chef and restaurateur Salt Bae?
Which footballer who won four Premier League titles with Manchester United was nicknamed Choccy?

FORE Abbey
NAMIBIA
ARGENTINA
LIMBURG
PRAGUE
Hubert PARRY
KANSAS CITY
SOUTH KOREA
Nusret GOKCE
Brian McCLAIR

LGBT 1
LGBT 2
LGBT 3
The Leb 1
The Leb 2
The Leb 3
Teatime 1
Teatime 2
Teatime 3
Derbies 1
Derbies 2
Derbies 3
Frauhus 1
Frauhus 2

Frauhus 3

Which San Francisco‐born artist originally devised the Rainbow or pride flag, now commonly used as a symbol of the LGBT
community? He often performed as the drag queen "Busty Ross" and died on this day two year's ago.
Commemorating the Stonewall Riots of the previous year, in which year were the first Pride Parades held in cities across
the US?
Which former TD and now senator was Fine Gael's first openly gay TD? He also became the first sitting member of the
Oireachtas to avail of the marriage equality laws when wedding his partner in December 2017.
He has won multiple MTV Movie awards (including 1991's Most Desirable Male) and also had multiple Golden Raspberry
nominations, which Hollywood star of blockbuster movies and some turkeys was born in Beirut on September 2nd, 1964?
Nearly 2 million people or a third of the population of the Lebanon lives in Beirut. What is the name of Lebanon's second
largest city? Situated in the north of the country, it has a population of about a quarter of a million?
The largest Christian grouping in the Lebanon are Maronite Catholics. The head of the Maronite church, the Patriarch of
Antioch assumes what name on appointment? It is the Arabic form of the name Peter and is a common name in the
Lebanon and Egypt especially.
Darjeeling Tea became the first Indian product to receive a Geographical Indication tag from the Indian Patent Office.
Darjeeling is a region in which eastern Indian state?
Darjeeling Tea is made from the sinensis or Chinese variety of Camellia sinensis. This makes it unusual among Indian teas as
they are more commonly made from a larger‐leaved variety of Camellia sinensis which is named after which Indian state
whose largest city is Guwahati on the banks of the Brahmaputra?
Some of China's best‐known teas including Lapsang souchong and many varieties of oolong are produced in the Wuyi
region of which Chinese province? The Republic of China or Taiwan was, historically a part of this province.
Which two clubs compete in the Paulista Derby? It is considered Brazil's most intense football rivalry.
What nickname, parodying a far more prestigious European derby, is often given to the derby matches involving Stoke City
and Port Vale?
Name either of the two Australian Rugby League teams who compete in the annual ANZAC Day Cup derby?
While the Bauhaus school was unusual for its time in admitting women, almost all were forced to study what discipline
instead of their original choice, leading them to feel disparaged as ‘craftswomen’ as opposed to ‘artists’?
Marianne Brandt managed to avoid the weaving workshop, and focused on metalwork instead. Her MT49 design,
composed of multiple circular and spherical sections, is viewed as a classic of homeware design; one sold for more than
$360,000 in 2007, making it one of the most expensive Bauhaus objects ever. It is what item of homeware?
Which woman, who married a fellow Bauhaus student, was perhaps the greatest graduate of the weaving workshop, her
designs paving the way for textiles to be taken seriously in art, and in 2018 being the subject of a major retrospective in
London’s Tate Gallery (now touring Europe)?

Gilbert BAKER
1970
Jerry BUTTIMER
Keanu REEVES
TRIPOLI
BOUTROS
WEST BENGAL
ASSAM
FUJIAN
CORINTHIANS and PALMEIRAS
EL CERAMICO
SYDNEY ROOSTERS or ST GEORGE
Illawarra DRAGONS
WEAVING (accept textiles,
clothmaking, or similar)
TEAPOT

Anni ALBERS

US University Landmarks 1

At which Catholic university in the US is there a mural known as ‘Touchdown Jesus’ (it is visible from the football stadium
and has old JC with his arms raised)?

NOTRE DAME

US University Landmarks 2

Which university in Nashville, Tennessee, has its entire 330 acre campus designated as an arboretum? It is named after its
industrialist founder, who donated its initial endownment despite never having been further south than Washington DC?

VANDERBILT

US University Landmarks 3
Jenner 1
Jenner 2
Jenner 3
Feel the Force 1
Feel the Force 2
Feel the Force 3
Mexico v America 1
Mexico v America 2

Mexico v America 3

At which Ivy League university is the Beinicke Rare Book Library, notable for its ‘windows’ made of translucent marble? It
houses notable works including the Voynich Manuscript and the comical fake ‘Vinland Map’.
While best known as the Father of Immunology and the discovery of the smallpox vaccine, Edward Jenner initially came to
prominence within the Royal Society for being the first person to observe and describe correctly the behaviour and
development of which bird?
Kylie Jenner is reportedly the youngest ever self‐made millionaire but what is the given name of her daughter with rapper
Travis Scott?
In 1904, scholar Henry Jenner published a handbook of which language? This book is cited as one of the main drivers in the
revival of the language, which had been considered extinct from the late‐1700's.
According to Newton's Second Law of Motion the force on an object is a product of its mass and acceleration. What four
letter word is equal to the rate of change of acceleration with respect to time?
According to Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation, what happens to the gravitational force between two bodies if we
halve the mass of the one of the bodies and halve the distance between the two?
Usually measured in Newtons per metre, what physical property of a body is a measure of how the body resists
deformation in response to a force? Hook's law states that the force needed to extend a spring by x‐metres is x times this
property.
Which future US president led the American forces in the Mexican‐American war of 1846‐48? He had previously
successfully led US troops in the Seminole Wars, earning himself the nickname Ol' Rough and Ready.
The Mexican leader during the conflict also led Mexcian forces during the 1838‐39 Franco‐Mexican War, usually known as
the Pastry War. During this earlier conflict, he lost a leg ‐ though he fought on to victory. Who was this leader ‐ incidently
his leg was buried with full military honours?
Which Irish emigrant, born in Clifden, led the St Patrick's battalion, later the San Patricios, who deserted the US army and
joined with the Mexicans during the 1846‐48 conflict? Instead of being hanged like many of his comrades, on capture he
was branded with a "D" for deserter on his cheek.

YALE
CUCKOO
STORMI Webster
CORNISH
JERK
DOUBLES / TWO TIMES
STIFFNESS
Zachary TAYLOR
Antonio Lopes de SANTA ANNA

John RILEY

West African Food 1

Which shrub, although originally native to Brazil, provides up to 30% of the calorific intake of some Western African
countries? In the Ewe langauage of Ghana, its importance is reflected in the fact that its name translates as, "there is life".

West African Food 2

TAPIOCA
What is the name of the starch extracted from the roots of the cassava plant, which provides this carbohydrate value?
A staple food of West African diets, what name is given to a porridge made of equal parts cassava and plantain flour mixed
FUFU / FOUFOU / FOOFOO
with water? It is traditionally eaten by beig rolled into a small ball and dipped in accompanying soup.

West African Food 3

CASSAVA

